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Consulting Services,
Training & Education

SEAtS Software offers a full suite of advisory and technology
partners. At SEAtS our primary objectives is to ensure
that our customers derive the maximum benefit from the
deployment of our software.

Consulting Services

Training & Education

SEAtS cloud and on premise applications are far more costeffective and easier to deploy and manage than software
from traditional HE software applications suppliers.

Training & Education

Delivering Value for our Customers
SEAtS work with our technology, systems integration and
consulting partners collaborate to successfully deploy the
SEAtS applications in partnership with our customers. All
consultants go through a rigorous training to ensure that we
deliver the best solution and the best results possible for
every customer.

Domain, Technology and Project Expertise
SEAtS believe that the key to delivering value from the
strategic use of information technology in HE is building
the multi-disciplinary project team. The project team needs
expertise ranging from program and project management
to technology skills, data integration, business analysis
and change management. SEAtS work to leverage the
knowledge and expertise in our customer project teams
and complement these with our highly trained consultants.

SEAtS Methodology

SEAtS objective is to ensure that our customers realise the
benefits and ROI from our solutions as early as possible.
Early ROI requires fast adoption and acceptance of our
software and processes across the campus. Early adoption
is driven by training and knowledge transfer.

Classroom
SEAtS delivers comprehensive, instructor-led, in-classroom
training to prepare both academic and administrative staff
to get the maximum benefit from our software. Class-room
sessions combine textbook and product walk-throughs with
hands-on lab exercises.

Virtual Classroom
SEAtS Virtual Classroom offers the advantage of live
instructor-led training without the travel related expense
and associated loss of time. Attendees participate remotely
through web-meetings to access the virtual training
environment, complete the same course and exercises as
they would in person.

Customer deployments are driven by the SEAtS tailored
methodology. This methodology is designed to deliver
the maximum value in the early stages of the project and
is particularly effective in Software as a Service Cloud
deployments.
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How it Works

SEAtS sets a new benchmark for student success with
advanced early warning systems, work flows, dashboards,
reports and analytics.

SEAtS works by sitting above and drawing information from
whatever student record, timetabling and other systems
you have in place. We do not look to change what you
have simply to add value.

What SEAtS can deliver for your institution:

SEAtS Software provides:

• Retain students through critical early informed
interventions.

• Early Warning Systems.
• Cloud Based.

• Increase completion through better analytical insights
into progression.

• Real Time Data.

• Enhance reputation through improved student
satisfaction and outcomes.

• Increased Completion.

• Enhance resource and space utilisation with instant
analytics.

• Enhanced Reputation.

For further information on how we can assist your University :
Call us : +44

203 514 4071

eMail us : sales@seatssoftware.com
or
Visit us :

seatssoftware.com
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